
Creative Writing Final Portfolio  
 

Your final project for Creative Writing is to create a portfolio that 

expresses you as a writer.  This project requires you to reflect on yourself, 

look carefully at each piece, critique each piece, edit your writing, and 

creatively express who you are. 
 

Title / Cover  (4 points) 

You need to create a title for your portfolio that expresses who you are as a writer.  
“My Portfolio” is not acceptable.  Think about what things that you have written, 
what ideas you have expressed, and how you view yourself.  Is there a common 

theme that you can find in your work?  All of these things must be considered when 
thinking of your title. Your cover must have the title as well as graphics or art that 
represent who you are as a writer.  By looking at your cover, I should get a glimpse 

inside of you. 
 
Creations   (Editing 48 points / Self-Evaluations  16 points) 

Choose a minimum of eight (8) writing pieces (five poems, two stories , and a drama) 
that you have done in class this semester.  The eight writing pieces must include a 

drama, five poems, and two stories.  For each piece you put in, you must have the 
following: 

 A rough copy (the graded one) with changes highlighted and graded rubric.  

 An evaluation sheet  
 An edited and final copy (must be typed) 

 

It is of the utmost importance that you EDIT your work.  Do NOT merely resubmit 
your rough copy as-is and consider that your final piece!  The largest part of your 

grade is based on how much you edit.  You need to make substantial changes that 

show thought, not just grammatical corrections. 
 

Graphics   (32 points) 
This portfolio is more than a mere collection of this semester’s work.   It needs to 
express YOU in many different ways.  Along with your writing, you need to 

incorporate graphics or artwork.  These graphics can be inserted into the documents 
and be related to the individual theme of each piece.  Spend some time thinking 
about what you want to include.  In addition to adding graphics, you can further 

change the appearance of your work by using backgrounds, different paper, color, 
or different fonts.  The key is to BE CREATIVE and HAVE FUN! 
 

Must be submitted on time. No excuses . Sorry, not even excused absences. 



Creative Writing Final Portfolio Rubric 
 

 
 

Name___________________________________________ 

 

Title / Cover        ____ /4 

A central title that expresses who you are as a writer; cover is 

creative, unique, and looks great! 

 

 

Self-Evaluations      ____ /16 

Writing evaluation sheets are included for each piece; effort in 
evaluating is apparent.  Evaluations must show some thought! 

Complete sentences are required. 

 

Editing        ____ /48 

Rough, graded copy of each piece is included with your changes 

highlighted;  effort in editing pieces is apparent.   

 

 

Graphics / Effort / Creativity    ____ /32 

Portfolio is organized; graphics express the theme of the work; 

student obviously worked hard on the graphics and appearance 

(This means you did more than just paste in some clip art!) 

 

 

       Total  ____ / 100 

 

Comments: 

 



Self-Reflection 
 

 
 

Title____________________________________________ 
 

Genre___________________________________________ 

Answer in complete and thoughtful sentences for full credit. 

 
When you edited, describe the significant stylistic changes you made? (Complete 

and thoughtful sentences) 
 
 

 
What do you like best about this piece? Why? 

 
 
 

What do you like the least? What do you think could still be improved? 
 
 

 
What literary techniques ( specific to this genre) or poetic devices  did you use in 
this piece?  Name three and provide an example from the piece for each.   

 
1.  

 

 
 

 
2. 
 

 
 
 

3. 
 

 
Overall, how would you rate this piece compared to other stories or poems you have 
written?  (Explain) 


